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1. Installing your DFM FarmPro Payroll:
For users who have Windows 7 or Vista on their computers, please make sure that your security settings have been change BEFORE starting
the setup of the FarmPro. Please refer to the Vista/ Windows 7 Manual (pdf) that is attached with this document.
Please insert the FarmPro CD to start your software installation or run the setup.exe from the installation files we may have sent you.
Once actioned, you will be prompted with the following screens:

FarmPro Payroll has been designed to include a walk through Wizard, which allows you to follow the prompts on your screen to successfully
install your software. By simply following the instructions on each screen presented to you, you will be able to complete the installation in a
matter of seconds.
Please do not change the directory or any of the other settings as illustrated in the above screens; when installing FarmPro. This has already
been setup for you. Please make sure that you are using the latest FarmPro_Payroll.exe file which can be found on your FarmPro CD or the
installation files that we have sent you. Please contact DFM Software Solutions if you are unsure about your version, or if you are in need of
the upgrade. At the time of release of this manual, the current version is 1.0.17.
DFM Software Solutions is always striving to meet the requirements of our clients regarding SARS and other advancements in the
technology. As a result of this, DFM Software Solutions will release upgrades from time to time. Should you receive an upgrade via e-mail,
please consult the instructions below to update your software:
To replace the current version of your FarmPro execution file (FarmPro_Payroll.exe – the file responsible for opening the software), you will
need to do the following:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Copy the “FarmPro.exe” found on the FarmPro CD or installation folder
Start by opening “My Computer”(or “Computer” for those using Windows 7 and Vista) which is normally found on your
desktop as a shortcut, or by clicking on the “Start” bar (Your Windows icon) in the bottom left hand corner
Double click on your “Local Disk C” drive
Double click on “Program Files” (Users with Windows 7 will click on Program Files / 86)

V.
VI.
VII.

Double click on “FarmPro_Payroll” or simply “FarmPro”
Right click on any open space, and select “paste”. You will be asked to copy and replace the file. Select yes to finish the
copying process.
You will now be able to run the FarmPro.exe from your “Start” bar or the desktop shortcut (if created already).

Please note: if your extensions are not showing, i.e. .exe etc, please select “Tools” at the top, followed by “Folder options”, followed by
“view” and deselect “hide extensions for known file types”.
Once your setup is completed successfully, please create a shortcut on your desktop of FarmPro from your start menu. You can create a
shortcut by doing the following:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

Open the “Start” bar / Windows icon in the bottom left hand corner.
View the list of all your programs
Select “DFM Software” and guide your mouse to “FarmPro”.
Right click on “FarmPro”, select “Send to” and select “Desktop – create shortcut”
Your shortcut will now be visible on your Desktop

2. Licensing your DFM FarmPro Payroll:
Once setup has been completed, and you have opened your FarmPro, you will be greeted with the following screen:

Please be sure to fill in all this information in CAPITAL LETTERS, especially under the Company Name and Licence Number fields. The licence
sent to you from DFM Software will not work unless the information is represented in capital letter.
Please print this (Click on “Print Agreement”) and forward your agreement by e-mail or fax to DFM Software Solutions as this is your licence
detail agreement. The agreement is a legal document and should be scrutinized before being signed. Your licence will only be extended
once DFM Software Solutions is in possession of your signed agreement.

3. Security settings and profiles:
When opening FarmPro for the first time, the software will attempt to do one of two things: open your existing data base, or create a new
system if there is no data available. If you are using FarmPro for the first time, you will be greeted with the following screen:
Please note: if you have existing data and this screen appears, please select “No” and
contact DFM Software immediately. We will attempt to recover your data. Your
directory folder could have changed, or your data has been erased. It is important to
make a copy of your data on a regular basis, if not, daily!
If you are on a network, and you get this message, please select “No” and check the
shortcut details. Your “Start In” and “Target” may have been changed.

Once you have selected “Yes”, a new data base will be created and the Password window will open. By clicking on “Change Password”, you
will able to set and create a new password for security purposes:

Select “Change Password”. You will be asked to put in the password of your choice. This password can be in the form of numbers and / or
letters, depending on your preference. Once you have confirmed your password, your password will be saved. By typing “Supervisor”
followed immediately by your password, you will see the following screen:
I.

When selecting “Add”, you are to able to select different levels of access
and different payroll systems which you may assign to different users.

II.

Each module needs to be selected to be accessed.

III.

Once saved by clicking on “OK”, you can always come back to this screen by
following step (I).

IV.

Should you wish to reset or change your password, please follow step (I) and click
on “Reset Password”. Click on “OK” and then “Close”.

Now that your security settings and profiles have been set, you may proceed by putting in
your password to access FarmPro. If you have not selected a password for yourself, you
need only click on “OK” or press “Enter”.

4. Getting to know your FarmPro Payroll home screen:

The FarmPro home screen is the main screen responsible for allowing you to gain access to the different modules found within FarmPro.
From this screen, you are able to view the following:
1. The type of system you are currently working on. You are able to switch between the different systems you have created (we will
go into more detail later on in the manual) by clicking on the drop-down bar found in the top left hand corner.
2. The period you are currently working in on the system you have selected.
Please note: you are able to view past periods that you have worked in, by clicking on the drop-down bar.
3. The Red Cross is used to end off your current period once all your work on the system has been done.
4. The year tab is used to view past years data by clicking on the drop-down bar. The year currently represented when opening
FarmPro, is according to the SARS tax year which runs from March to February.
5. Once your departments have been set up, you are able to view each department separately within each of the modules except
that of the reports, system and exit modules. We will go into more detail regarding departments later on in the manual.
6. As with the departments, you are also able to view the employee groups separately.
Please note: if you have changed the security settings, there may be modules that you are unable to see. Please contact the main
administrators who setup your profile and security settings.
Each module on the FarmPro home screen is responsible for different functions within the FarmPro Payroll software. Once you have learnt
which each module is for, you will be able to run your systems effectively:
1.

Employees: this module allows you to create, edit and view
employees on your system.

2.

Clock System: this module is only used for activity loggers.
It allows you to download all your logger activities such as
clocking in and out, as well as piecework.

3.

Attendance: this module allows you to manually enter your data
(used in the case where users do not use activity logger) such as attendance.

4.

Payroll: this module will allow you to calculate the pay of the employees, access
their individual accounts, print their payslips and finally, calculate the total cash summaries
needed to pay the employees.

5.

Reports: this module acts as the report writer.

6.

Setup: this module allows you to add and edit / change your payroll systems.

7.

Exit: this is not a module, but as its name suggests, clicking on this icon will allow you to exit the programme. If you are in a module and you click
on this icon, the whole programme will be shut down.

Once you have familiarized yourself with the functions of each module, setting up your payroll is the next step to successfully running FarmPro Payroll.

5. Setting up your System Settings
It is important to note that setting up your payroll is the most important aspect of FarmPro Payroll. If your setup is not correct, your payroll
system will not function as it should. Upon your initial installation, a trained DFM Consultant will guide you through the setup to ensure
that your payroll system is functioning as it should.
However, it is important that you familiarize yourself with the individual aspects so as to understand how your system works and functions.

Each sub-module found in the Setup module, needs to be created before
work on the payroll system can begin. We will start with the System settings
first.

As per the screen below, start by entering your company name. Next, click on the “Tax Tables” module to ensure that your tax tables are up
to date. Please ensure that your tax tables are currently showing for 2012. If you are not in possession of the latest tax tables, please
contact DFM Software for the latest issue.

Once your tax tables are correct, you can define the bank transfer setup. The bank transfer consists of banks such as FNB, Standard Bank
and Capitec to mention but a few. Please consult DFM Software regarding imports into the individual Banks for EFT purposes. You will need
to call your bank to get the specific format they will need for you to be able to do your transfers. DFM Software will then be able to set this
up for you. Please ignore this step if you do not plan on paying your employees via EFT. You will instead, be using the Cash Analysis function
found on the Payroll Module.

6. Setting up your Payroll System:
Once the System settings have been checked, we may now begin to define how your first system should function. Please select “Payroll
Systems” under the Setup module.
In this screen you are able to create, edit and remove your payroll systems.

Please note:
If you are contemplating deleting one of your payroll systems, please consult
DFM before doing so. Once your system has been deleted, it will influence
your whole payroll system as well as all the employees associated to it.

We will now take you through each tab found within this sub-module. Please click on “New”.

6.1 The Payroll Tab:
This module allows you to create and customize each payroll system according to your needs. We will now outline these needs according to
each section depicted below:
3

1
4

2

1.

This section of the sub-module allows you to choose the type of payroll you would like to create, as well as how your remuneration
should work. You also put in the day in which you pay over your wages / salaries. More importantly, you need to select the pay
frequency (the period length of the payroll system you have chosen) as well as the date upon which your financial tax year would
begin.

2.

Your annual leave, sick leave and compassionate leave is determined in this section, which will allow you to specify the amount of
days your company gives to each employee. This is pre-set for you according to specifications provided by the Department of
Labour.

3.

This section of the sub-module indicates the period number as well as the date in which it follows. There is also an option to
change the period dates should you need to. Please consult DFM Software should you wish to change any of the dates in the
payroll periods. This may have unforeseen results which can be prevented by consulting with DFM Software.

4.

This section allows you to round your payouts to the nearest cents, Rands or notes. Any remuneration earned by an employee,
which does not fit the criteria set by you, will be put into a “Savings” account until such time that it meets the criteria in which
case, this will be paid out.

6.2 The Pay Input Tab:
The Pay input sub-module is the heart of FarmPro Payroll. It is responsible for all the calculations relevant to all the aspects of
paying and reconciling each employee. Like using Microsoft Excel sheets, the pay input screen is responsible for the formula input,
which is based on the criteria you would need. This would consist of additions, deductions and custom fields you would choose to
suite the nature of your business. Bare in mind that any changes made in this sub-module will affect all the employees linked to
this specific system.
The module consists of the following:
•

Basic Remuneration: In many instances, the basic remuneration is linked to the attendance and the information that has been put into
the Employees module. The basic remuneration enables the calculations for the gross and ultimately, the Net wages / salary. This can
also be seen in the Pay input screen which we will come to later in the module.

•

Balances: This section calculates the leave, tax etc which accumulates and carries over from one period to another. If you are starting
your payroll system in the middle of the year, you would need to put the year to date balance on the right hand side, and the left hand
side is for the current period balance you may have.

•

Attendance: The employee’s attendance is calculated here, according to either the hours they have accumulated or the leave they have
taken. It is based on either the hours downloaded from your activity logger or the manual entries put into the payroll system.

•

Other: This section allows you to allocate
additional fields such as SDL, weekly bonuses
etc. which you may need.

•

Additions: As per its name, this section allows
you to add extra fields required for additions
that need to be added to each employee.

•

Deductions: This section (like the additions
section) is also used for extra fields on
deductions that need to be added to each
employee.

•

Gross / Additions / Deductions / Net: This
section highlighted in pink, will give you the
total gross remuneration, the total additions
and deductions as well as the Net total for
each employee.

The rest of the tabs found within the pay-input screen are responsible for many different functions. They are as follows:

1.

Field numbers:

Each field in this tab is assigned with a unique code. Each code in turn is used to create a formula, similar to that
of excel. It is also used to indicate the field to be printed on your payslip.

2.

Sum Factors:

When selecting a field from the Field Numbers tab, and then clicking on the Sum Factors tab, you will see that
each field containing the number 1 is the fields that are to be added to total the field you selected in the Field. A
field can also be represented by a -1, which means this is a field to be subtracted.

3.

Period End:

Each field representing a 1 will be carried over as a balance or fixed amount from one period to another.

4.

Year End:

Each field representing a 1 will be carried over as a balance or fixed amount from year to another.

5.

Editable:

Each field representing a 1 allows you to edit this field in the pay input screen.

6.

Format:

Each field is represented by a format in which the Rands and cents are printed on the payslips.

7.

Grid Edit:

Each field filled in numerical sequence, will be represented in “Payroll” module in the sequence of your choice.

8.

SARS:

As depicted in the screen above, each field is assigned a code according to SARS’ specifications. This field code
will be represented in the IRP5 and IT3 certificates. Please consult your Auditor regarding which code to apply to
which field.

6.3 The Payslips Tab:
This tab is responsible for the layout and the formats, as well
as any information you would need to be printed on your payslip.
It is fully customizable, and can be translated from English
to Afrikaans should you need to. You are also able to indicate
how many payslips you would like to print per page.
The “Data Field Properties” is used to select the field you would
like to print from the Pay input screen, which is also customizable
regarding the format (should you wish to present less
information than is pre-set).
When clicking on the formats (represented in red), the data field properties will appear.
These properties are linked to the data found in the Payroll Systems properties. The data field needs to be specified to allow you to choose
the field you would like to print. You are also able to change the format (i.e. to make the format smaller or bigger).

6.4 The Company Detail Tab:
Lastly, the company detail is particularly important for SARS
purposes. When generating IRP5 / IT3’s, this information
will be pulled through to each employee’s certificate.
All the information as depicted below MUST be filled in correctly.
Any information that may be lacking on this screen will result
in errors when submitting your .csv
(the file used for representing data) to SARS via E@syFile.

Please note: do not open the .csv file. This will cause corruption, and the file will not be able to be imported into E@syFile.

7. Departments, Employee Groups, Piecework Groups, Occupations, Job Descriptions
and Employment Level Details:
As per the description above, each of these modules are easy to create. By clicking on the module, you are able to create as many different
groups as you may need. The reports section will pull through the data you have created in these modules which you will assign to each
individual employee. Each module selected will give you the option of editing, creating new details and groups, and the removal thereof.

8. Attendance Groups
One of the most important modules featured under the setup is the attendance group. This is where you specify the working hours of each
employee. There is an option between summer and winter times.
You are able to select grace periods for before and after clocking if you are using an activity logger. With this you are able to determine
what the amount of time is in which overtime will not be paid. For example, when someone clocks in five minutes before a shift is due to
begin; he will not be paid overtime for these five minutes if you have set the grace period as five minutes. It is very important to stipulate
the number of days that an employee will work in a week, and the number of hours. This is used for calculating any overtime that an
employee may work.
The “Must Clock” function is used to indicate the time an employee has clocked in and out. If the employee does not clock in, and the
“Must Clock” function has been selected, this employee will show as AWOL.
Please note: you need to setup at least one standard attendance. You do however have the choice to create more than one attendance
group should you need to.

9. About Software:
This sub-module gives you details pertaining to the version of the software (currently 1.0.17 at the time of the release of this manual) as
well as the software folder and local folders’ locations. If you are not in possession of this version, please consult DFM Software for the
update.

Now that the fundamentals of your setup have been completed, you may now proceed to the Employees module.

10…The Employees Module:
When adding a new employee, it is important to note that all the information completed must be correct and accurate. Submitting your
IRP5/IT3 documents to SARS will be so much easier if this information is complete the first time round. If it is not completed correctly, your
submission will come back with error and failures which you will need to amend. Rather take the time now to do it correctly the first time.
The payoff in the end will be beneficial on the time you will save.
When we look at the employee detail, it is important to fill in the Number of the employee. Start
with something like 0001, as the amount of employees may vary from company to company. This
way you will not run out of digits when adding more than 100 employees at a time.
For SARS purposes, the Names, Initials and Surname are important to avoid errors. Secondly, if you
have foreigners working for you who are not in possession of an ID or Passport, you may indicate
this by changing the “Nature of Person” from A to B. This will signify that you are unable to
determine where he is from. Most importantly, please change the Nat (Nationality) to ZNC which
ultimately means: person of no country. Under this drop down is a list of all the countries in the
world which you are able to chose from.

If someone is below the tax threshold, the tick next to “Deduct income tax” must be removed. This will ensure that the employee generates
an IT3 instead of an IRP5, which will also mean that this employee will not be liable for PAYE and SITE.
Once completed, please be sure to complete the tax reference no. which the employee may obtain by visiting any SARS branch.

Moving onto the Electronic transfer field, as well as residential and postal addresses, please fill this
information for the purposes of SARS. If you are unable to obtain this information, please leave the field
unticked. This will let FarmPro know that the company details must be used for that of the Employees.
Also, if the Electronic transfer section remains unticked, this will signify that this employee is paid in
cash. The employee’s wages / salary will then be shown under the cash summary.
Regarding qualifications, this is but a field for your own record
keeping purposes. Also, you will see a field called “Clock Tag ID”.
This is where you would specify the tag number of the employee so
that he is linked to the system when downloading data from your
activity logger. If you are not using an activity logger, you may
ignore this field.
The Personal Information section allows you to create your own criteria for additional information you
may need, for example, shoe sizes, overall sizes etc.
The employment status section indicates the date from which the employee is in your employment, and the date (if no longer employed) in
which his services were terminate.

Should an employee leave and you need to terminate him/her, please click the “Terminate employment” block and state the exact date on
which he/she left and their reason for leaving. This needs to be done before you end off a period, so the employee does not roll over into
the next one as an “Active” employee. If you do not know the exact date in which an employee began working, please make the

employment date at least a month to a year from today’s date so that the Taxable income is represented correctly. It is crucial that the
payroll system be selected so that FarmPro will know what calculations to use as well as how the employees payslips should be printed.
As previously mentioned, when you have setup all your individual groups, attendance groups, and descriptions; you may now proceed to
assign the employee to these criteria. They are particularly useful in your report writer should
you need to create a report. The most important of these is the Attendance group. FarmPro will
not know the shifts unless this is stipulated.

Finally, the Employment history is shown per employee and can be used to see when people
were inactive, active and the Net remuneration they have received per each period worked.

11. The Attendance module:
The main role of the attendance module is the capturing of the hours manually. For clients who have activity loggers, you will very seldom
use this module. However, if you are not in possession of an activity logger, we have simplified the process for you.
One of the main aspects of this module is that you are able to see a breakdown off all the employees and their respective hours on one
screen (which are all editable). You will notice that there are multiple tabs ranging from “Normal” to “Other” (which can all be seen under
the “Pay input” under setup).
Once you have manually entered in the hours and/or days of OT1, OT2, PCW, AWOL, Leave, Sick and Family, you may then select “Register
Full Hours”. FarmPro will take the attendance group and all the AWOL and SICK leave Etc and calculate the difference between this and the
normal working hours to fill in the normal hours for you.
For example, if you selected 1 hour for AWOL, and had an attendance group setup for that employee as working from 8am to 5pm, the
employee would register with 8 normal hours and 1 AWOL hour.

In this module, you are also able to put remarks per each employee which may be shown on the payslip (depending on whether you have
added this field in the setup of Payslips).

12. The Payroll Module:
The Payroll module is the heart of the employee remuneration fields. This module allows you to view each employees remuneration for the
period you are working in, whilst also being able to adjust and determine deductions and additions. Depending on whether you have setup
your grid edit (please refer to the setup guide), you are able to view deductions, additions and any other field you have selected in the
setup. This allows you to see an overview of all the employees on the system for the period you are currently working in.
Please note: if you decide to change something in the Attendance module, please click on “Calculate Pay” at the bottom of this screen. This
acts as a refresh button, which will bring through any changes you have made in the programme to the individual employee account.

Most importantly, you are able to print the cash analysis per each system that you are working on (Note: employees who have been setup
for EFT purposes will not be reflected on this analysis.

12.1 Print Payslips
The print payslips function found at the bottom of the Payroll module, allows you to print your payslips according to “All employees” or
“Select Employees” depending on what your requirements are. You may either preview your payslips, or alternatively, print them. You are
also able to print your payslips according to the method in which they are paid (Electronically or via cash payment).
A nice feature of the Print Payslips is that you are able to print your payslips according to your departments as well as your employee
groups.
Note: payslips that have 0 as a remuneration total will not be printed if the tick is removed from the field “Remuneration <> R0.00”.

13.The Reports Module
This module is used for your record keeping purposes, and prints all information according to the criteria you have set as well as the
information that has been captured on the system.

As per all the other modules, you have the option to add, edit, copy and delete as well as print any of your reports that you have created.
The reports function works very similar to that of sorting data within Excel. Baring in mind that our software is written in Access, the
software itself comprises of many different tables of data which the report writer will pull information from. If you find that your report is
giving you an abort error, it means that the tables in which you are pulling data from have been used or set incorrectly. You will find that
the more reports you practice in setting up, the more easier it will become to identify what it is that you will need for the report to work
correctly.
When adding a report for the first time, it is important to know what each feature is capable of doing and what it is used for:

1.

Name: This is the name of the report that you will create, so that you may access and print the report in future. This name will not
be shown on the actual report itself, but is rather used for your own record purposes.

2.

Table: The table from which you chose your information is of vital importance.

3.

Font and Font Size: As in all word documents, you are able to choose the type of Font you would like as well as the size.

4.

Heading: This is the name given to the report that will print on the report itself.

5.

User restriction: Depending on the security settings you have applied, only certain people will be able to access the report writer.
This function is used to restrict sensitive information if there is more than one user using the FarmPro programme.

6.

Auto size columns, Print Landscape, Print Summary Report and Print Line Numbers: Auto size columns allows FarmPro to chose the
size of the columns to best fit all the information it is printing. Print landscape changes the layout of the page to be printed from
the default (vertical Portrait) to Landscape. Print Summary Report will allow you to print a report based on summed up totals
instead of multiple entries underneath each other. Print Line Numbers will print a number next to each line (useful when printing
out employees and their details).

7.

Field units: These are all the fields found within the table you selected in number 2. It is important to remember that the field itself
may be linked to other data tables, or is in fact, not in the data table you think it may be. Please choose carefully from this list.

8.

Print Field, Group By and Set Criteria: When highlighting a field unit, please click on one of the three buttons to select what you
would like to print and how you would like it to print.

9.

Group By: The group by section acts as a sorting function used to sort information according to the fields you put in (for example:
sorting information by employee group, per period etc.)

10. Print Field: The print field section is where the information is processed and printed according to the fields that you have chosen at
number 7.
11. Set Criteria: This allows you to set different criteria, such as from-to-ranges, multi select options (useful for selecting information
from more than one different system) and single select ranges.
12. Field Criteria Settings: This section will give you an indication of what the criteria will look like, as well as what the heading of a
column will look like etc. (Note: The Sum block will automatically be applied when clicking on “Print Summary Report” in which
case, all your fields will be totaled at the end of your report. )

14.The Clock System:
This module is used in conjunction with the activity logger. It enables you to download data from your logger, manually change the clock in
and clock out of each employee, and also enables you to be able to view a complete summary of the hours worked per employee per each
day. One of the most important features of this module, is that of the public holiday function. FarmPro will not know when it is a public
holiday unless you indicate this here
Please note: you cannot pre-set what a public holiday will be. This needs to be done on the day or after the day has transpired
When downloading data from the activity logger; please remember to use the refresh button for each day to bring the data through to the
other modules.
You can also view data that has been downloaded; either a Department or per Employee Group (in the top right hand corner), or
alternatively, per Attendance group.

The second tab, Allocations, is where you are able to fill in the activity details of an activity that has taken place:

It is important to note that an activity cannot be added and is only editable. Once you have clicked on edit, you will be met with the
Piecework detail module.

14.2 Piecework Detail:
The Piecework detail module allows you to edit and add detail where applicable. The most important feature about the module, is that you
are able to determine the amount of piecework that an employee has achieved, as well as the total remuneration owing to that specific
employee. Another nice feature is the “Invalid” section which will give you an indication as to whether an employee is trying to cheat the
system. The invalid section works off a grace period (which we setup under the attendance group) which can also be edited on this detail.
Once edited, remember to click on “refresh clocks” so that FarmPro re-calculates the number of invalid clocks.
Next, please fill in the rate, the R/unit (rand per unit) or the R/Pcw (rand per Piecework). Remember, this is an either-or function. The
programme will only accept one of these entries.

15.IRP5 / IT3 Documents
The last module found in the setup module is the IRP5/IT3 documents sub-module (apart from the licence which we have covered in the
beginning of this manual). SARS requires that a return on your entire employee’s be submitted to SARS every six months of the financial tax
year. We will now walk you through the process of submitting your certificates:
Please note: please make sure you are working within the correct year before proceeding to step I.
I.

Let us start by selecting the sub-module found under the setup. Please select the month in which you are submitting your return.
This will be shown at the top left hand corner (ending either August or February).
Please note: your company setup must be completed before accessing this sub-module.

II.

You will see there is a “refresh” button in the bottom left hand corner. Please select this. FarmPro will now begin generating your
certificates according to all the information that has been recorded over the previous six months.

III. It is important to note that your employee’s profiles are completely filled in so as to avoid having to fix mistakes on the certificates
themselves.
IV. Now, select an employee certificate, and click on “edit”. This will allow you to edit the employee certificate to ensure that all the
information is correct and that the employee’s particulars are correct.

V. Once you have reconciled all the employee certificates, you may now proceed to click on “Post Test”. The Post test function allows
you to test the import file you would submit to SARS via E@syFile. SARS will then proceed to send you a report on any errors
there may be on the certificates which you will need to work through. If you need help understanding the report, please
consult with DFM Software who will be able to explain to you what the errors are and how to fix them. The report in itself is
self-explanatory, but may appear confusing at
times.
VI. Once you have fixed all your errors, you may proceed
with another “Post Test”. You need to submit this
until your report comes back without any failures
or warning.
VII.

Hereafter, you may now proceed to submit your
“Post”. This is the live file that is imported into SARS,
and will be saved under the SARS folder (which will be
created automatically). Under no circumstances

should this file be opened. It will become corrupted. You need only import this into E@syFile.

